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BTU Holds Community Meetings
in Neighborhood Libraries
Good Reception, Fair Questions,
City Sends Plants

O

By Richard Stutman, BTU President

ver the first few weeks in February, the BTU held community meetings in just
about all of the city’s neighborhood libraries. The meetings were,
unsurprisingly, positive. Though attendance was not terrific – most library meetings drew anywhere from three or four residents to the mid to high 20’s – for a first
time event, we felt the meetings were an unqualified success. All meetings were
facilitated by active members knowledgeable on the issues; nearly all meetings also
featured a member of the BTU negotiating team. The school district and the city
each sent a ‘plant’ to observe, and on a few occasions, to ask provocative questions.
All in all it made for good conversation, and the
community was well served by these events, which
we intend to continue to hold on a regular basis.
At each meeting we showed our newly-released
video that describes a day-in-the-life of a typical
Boston teacher. The video can be accessed at http:/
/www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-aMDdx6rqA&
feature=youtu.be&noredirect=1.
We learned and heard much at these meetings,
and I will try to capture some of our observations
below. One caveat – the author attended three
meetings and can speak personally of only three –
the Honan Library in Brighton, the Dudley in
Roxbury, and the Jamaica Plain in JP. We did get
similar reports from all 24 meetings.
Richard Stutman
Here is a non-exhaustive list of personal observaBTU President
tions in no particular order…
• People – whether they have children in our schools or not – care very much
for the good and well being of our school system.
• Those who send their children to our schools are concerned about a perceived
inequality of resources and facilities.
• People care more about the quality of our schools than the cost or the details
of our contract
• People respect the work that we do
• Schools need to do a better job of explaining changes in curriculum, and ought
to let parents know how much actual standardized testing goes on in our
classrooms
• People were incredulous that our members spend hundreds of dollars each
year for school supplies, books, and sanitary goods, to mention just a few
items.
• The video we have produced does an excellent job of illustrating how hard,
how difficult, and how all-consuming our jobs are.
• The student assignment procedure has to have more predictability and
expedience.
Our meetings were generally led by facilitators who were close and astute
observers of the school system as well as the negotiating process. The facilitators
of the three sessions I attended each had children or grandchildren in our schools.
Their ability to communicate was outstanding. Each session, too, attracted a
number of other BPS staff from the surrounding community who spoke well and
from varied experience as educators and neighbors. These folks were excellent
and well received. None of the 1-1/2 hour sessions ended on time, as both BPS and
community members engaged each other in continued and helpful discussion
throughout the evening. The message we took away from these meetings: Let’s do
it again.
Thank you to all who participated, especially those volunteers who facilitated the
discussion. These meetings gave us an opportunity to bring our message to the
public, and also gave us a good opportunity to listen to their concerns.

TEACH: Teachers are Talking.
Is the Nation Listening?

Created by Boston filmmaker and teacher, Bob Lamothe
[A leaflet and invitation are available at http:/www.teachdocumentary.com ]
A Film Review by Ann B. O’Halloran,
Massachusetts History Teacher
of the Year, 2007

T

conviction. This joint effort aims to be a
catalyst for positive change in the current volatile atmosphere.
While many educators, parents, community leaders watched, public education has morphed into something un-

EACH is a feature length documentary which has been shown
around the country at community, college and teacher events
as well as upcoming at Occupy
The Boston International Film
the D.O.E in Washington, D.C.
Festival has accepted the
Colleges are using TEACH in
documentary film,TEACH,
their education and political
Teachers are Talking. Is the
courses. Everywhere it sparks
Nation Listening? to be
lively and deep discussion about
education and where this country
screened at this year’s film
is headed.
festival (2012). The film festival
Filmmaker and Boston
will be held from April 13th
teacher, Bob Lamothe, has dedithrough April 22th at the
cated four years to chronicling
Loews Cineplex /AMC, here in
the struggles and destruction left
Boston, Massachusetts.
behind as MCAS became the
dominant force in public education, reinforced by the federal power of recognizable. Most educators continue
No Child Left Behind. Selection of this on, trying to survive, trying to speak out
film for the festival honors the work of for children, while living in a cauldron of
the filmmaker, as well as the other 40 hot change that has not improved
courageous people from around the schools in general. This film should
country who stepped forward to speak encourage and embolden those who
for children, families and educators, and care about children, schools and our
renowned leaders in education, Nancy democracy. In the film State RepresenCarlsson-Paige, Jonathan Kozol, tative Carl Sciortino, for one, urges
Deborah Meier, and Diane Ravitch.
people to speak out loudly on education
TEACH opens with a series of ques- issues, to explain their concerns at the
tions:
State House, to become a bigger voice.
• The debate is raging, what direcThe messages seen throughout the
tion will this nation take our film are not strange to most educators.
schools?
Listen to Boston teacher Steve Gor• Should we privatize our public don, “Students need to be engaged and
schools?
have ownership of their own learning.
• Should we fire all the teachers in That is what creates lifelong learners.”
our underperforming schools?
As Jonathan Kozol reminds us in
Through parallel paths, the film re- the film, while each student has unique
veals the decline of the joy of teaching special abilities and interests, these are
and the joy of learning. The crushing of now neglected. Current policies destroy
the freedom to explore. The inequities what makes education great and sucof resources. The growth of the “One cessful. “The spirit of a punitive, mean
Right Answer.” The film makes clear spirited, blaming atmosphere in the
that the input of educators which is schools… destroys the spirits of teachcritical to improving education has been ers and students”… while essential colheld in contempt and marginalized.
laboration and cooperation get lip serLamothe has found the voices for vice.
children and schools, normally shunted
The reality of Kozol’s words were
aside in meetings, by the media, and by highlighted just last week when reports
those who would privatize public educa- emerged that under [previous] superintion and open a new marketplace, re- tendent Hall, in Atlanta “Underlings were
ferred to as “The Big Enchilada.” The humiliated during rallies at the Georgia
voices you hear are those of brave indi- Dome… [she] permitted principals with
viduals, willing to go public with their the highest test scores to sit up front
concerns. They speak with courage and
(continued on page 6)

Commentary: Michael J. Maguire

The Education Zone
Y

ou’re traveling through another dimension, a dimension not only of
sight and sound but of mind; a journey
into a wondrous land whose boundaries
are that of imagination. That’s the signpost up ahead – your next stop, the Education Zone.1
As we begin our episode, we witness a
principal and an educational big wig walking down an echoing corridor. The principal is giving the educational big wig a tour
of the building. This school is considered a
“success” and the big wig wants to know
more about it.
The couple stops from time to time to
admire student work which hangs decoratively on the walls. The relative calm is
interrupted by some rather loud talking
coming from behind a nearby door.
Educational big wig: What’s in there?
Principal: That’s the teachers’ lounge.
Big wig: Let’s go in there, shall we?
Principal: Well, technically it’s a place
for teachers only; but I see no harm in just
popping in to make a quick introduction.
Big wig: Great. After you.
The wandering duo enters the room.
They witness a lively conversation between
a veteran teacher and a rookie. Three onlookers are listening intently to the conversation.
Veteran: …but you can’t simply judge
people that way.
Rookie: Why not? If they’re not doing
the job, why should they stay?
Veteran: It’s not just about performance; it’s about how the measurements
are taken. I mean, is one time enough?
two? If at the end of the year someone
fails, is he then removed or simply put on
probation?
Rookie: I think we can all agree that
two consecutive years of failing should
result in removal.
Veteran: OK, let’s say two years is the
limit. The question then becomes what
exactly are the standards for passing and
failing.
Rookie: If everyone is told what the
expectations are at the start, then it
shouldn’t matter how they’re tested.
Those who meet the standard stay and
those who don’t leave.
Veteran: So how much of this hypothetical “test” is content mastery, how
much is improvement? Does attendance
factor in anywhere? Do extra-curriculars

stay after school with him.
You do whatever it takes to
help him succeed.
Second on-looker: And
if he still doesn’t want to succeed? What if there really is
no one at home looking out
for him?
Big wig: Well, then
you’d… ah, well I mean we
could try…
Veteran: What if the child
truly can’t do the work?
Should we toss him out of
school because he can’t pass
count for anything or not? What about
after school assistance or peer assistance?
What of rapport and motivation?
Rookie: All of these things are important to the success of a school; but let’s
face it, the most important thing is student achievement. If that’s not happening, then they don’t belong in this school.
The educational big wig cannot contain
his excitement any longer.
Big wig: I couldn’t agree more! Those
teachers who aren’t up to snuff should be
shown the door.
Rookie: Teachers?
Big wig: Yes, teachers; as you were
just saying. “The most important thing is
student achievement. If that’s not happening, then they don’t belong in school.”
Veteran: We weren’t talking about
teachers.
Big wig: Well of course you were.
Rookie: No, we were talking about
students.
Big wig: Students?
First on-looker: Yeah, you know, the
small people who fill every room in the
school.
Rookie: If they’re not doing homework and not participating in class, then
why should they be kept in school?
Big wig: But that’s awfully harsh. Many
students have different ability levels, different needs. You can’t possibly brush all
that aside and toss kids out of school!
Second on-looker: So we need to
take into account where a child is when
he gets to us?
Big wig: Yes, that’s it exactly.
Rookie: But what if the child is smart
enough but hasn’t the will or the guidance at home to do his work?
Big wig: Well then, you call home. You

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION

BTU Dependent Scholarships

T

his year there will be 17 scholarships in the amount of $1,000 awarded to
high school seniors who are dependents of BTU members. To apply, please
obtain an application from Jeanne Turner in the Union office or download the
form from the BTU website and return with: a transcript of the dependent’s last
two years of academic work; 2) evidence of acceptance by an accredited college,
junior college, vocational school or equivalent institution; 3) member’s notarized federal tax return for the year 2011; and 4) a one-page statement of the
dependent’s professional goals. The application and the four supporting
documents must be received in the Union office no later than Wednesday, April 18, 2012. The recipients of the scholarships will be notified by May
18, 2012.

E

Retired Teachers Chapter
Scholarships

ach year the Retired Teachers Chapter of the Boston Teachers Union
awards three scholarships to deserving high school seniors who are
children, grandchildren, nieces, nephews, grandnieces, grandnephews of RTC
members. One of these scholarships is earmarked for a student who might
choose to attend a vocational school or equivalent institution.
Applications for these scholarships my be picked up at the RTC/BTU offices
at 180 Mt. Vernon Street, Dorchester, MA 02125 or they can be downloaded
from the BTU website. The deadline to apply is April 21, 2012.
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the MCAS?
Big wig: No, of course not.
Third on-looker: OK, so you wouldn’t
toss the student out, but you would toss
the teacher out?
Big wig: What?
Veteran: You’d let the students escape dire consequences for failing to perform but you’d hold their teachers responsible for their shortcomings. How is
that fair?
Big wig: That’s not what I’m saying.
Rookie: Yes it is, you said “the most
important thing is student achievement.
If that’s not happening, then they don’t
belong in school.” You were talking about
teachers’ not belonging in school, weren’t
you?
Big wig: Well, yes, but now you’re
twisting my words around.
Veteran: That’s not twisting, that’s the
logical result in the type ed reform you

have
proposed.
“Value
added
teaching,” I
think
Michael J. Maguire
you call
it. Test the students at the start of school,
test them again at the end, and then
determine whether or not the teacher is
fired if the kids don’t meet some predetermined objective.
First on-looker: Kind of like how all
children will be proficient in math and
English by 2014, eh?
Veteran: Yeah, kind of like that.
Big wig: But we need to get students
to do better in school?
Rookie: By punishing the teachers if
they don’t? Would you also fire doctors if
their patients remain ill?
Big wig: That’s not my intent.
Principal: I think we’ve taken enough
of the teachers’ time.
Big wig: Yes….um…thank you for
your time…
The visitors’ to the teachers’ lounge leave,
continuing on down the hall.
Big wig: But they don’t seem to grasp
the intent of my proposed ed reform.
Principal: I think they have grasped
the intent perfectly.
_____________________________
1
Taken from the introduction to Season 3
(1961-1962) of the Twilight Zone.

(Michael J. Maguire teaches Latin at
Boston Latin Academy.)

An Appreciation:

Thank You, Mr. Jango
Dear Editor,
I am the youngest of seven children all
educated in the Boston Public Schools. I
also attended college in Boston. I was in
the fourth grade when court-ordered desegregation began in the Boston Public
Schools. My parents, who had both been
Boston Public School teachers, wanted to
keep me in the public school system,
even against the urging of many friends,
family members and neighbors.
I attended five different schools in five
years. There were fights, police-escorted
bus rides, and lots of change. It was a time
of turmoil and confusion for the City and
its children. I was fortunate to have wonderful parents to guide me through the
events of those first few years. I certainly
learned how to stick up for myself, and
became a mature and independent child
during those years.
In all my years of schooling, there is
only one teacher who stands out. I was in
the fifth grade in 1975. My school assignment was to the John James Audubon
School in Dorchester. My teacher that
year was a cigar-smoking, wise-cracking,
father and husband. Mr. Robert Jango
made it a year that our class learned that
someone in all the craziness really cared
about us and had great expectations for
us.
We had a small class of fewer than 20.
Of course we learned math, English, science and history, science and history, but
there was so much more.
Mr. Jango helped us run fund-raisers
for a class trip to Washington, D.C. The
trip, and this diverse group of children
having an opportunity to see the great
monuments of our nation together, still
stands out in my mind.
More important than all the extra activities that Mr. Jango initiated to keep us
engaged, was the time he spent getting to
know us and our families. Mr. Jango vis-

ited my family, with a box of chocolates,
every Christmas from the year after I left
the Audubon until the year I got married.
At a time when it seemed that the
children of this city were only an afterthought to the political and racial posturing of most adults, Mr. Jango showed us
respect. He showed us that he cared
about us as people and about our families;
that he expected us to learn and make a
difference.
On his annual trip to my parents’ house,
Mr. Jango would regale us with stories of
his latest school: Jamaica Plain High,
South Boston High, and so on. Always,
the stories were ones of creating an atmosphere of dignity and respect where it
was greatly needed.
He brought bags of oranges to the
high school football team during game,
took students who had no other means to
the prom (providing the vehicle and his
photography), bought Christmas presents for the younger sibling of students,
and did evening and weekend tutoring.
The Boston Public Schools are different than they were in the ‘70s, but then,
like now, many people thought that the
time and needs were desperate. Teachers who are willing to give of their time
and talents to build the character of their
students are as important today as ever.
I left the Boston Public Schools and
went on to earn a degree in engineering.
I feel so lucky to have been associated
with such an excellent educator and exceptional person. Mr. Jango made a difference for me and many others.
Mr. Jango wrote lyrics to a song for our
fifth grade grduation, “We are the children of the Audubon, we hail from Boston, Massachusetts, here we learn, here
we strive, towards a better way of life.”
Thank you, Mr. Jango.
Peace,
Lisa Papetti

Know Your Rights: Caren Carew, BTU Secondary Field Representative

What is Job Sharing and Who Can Participate?
T

he BTU will hold a Job-Sharing Informational Meeting at the BTU
on March 8th, from 4-6, where all
people interested in participating may
attend to gain information and to assist in
finding a partner. Eligible participants in
the program are; all permanent BTU
members including teachers, psychologists, nurses, guidance counselors, etc.;
provisional once they have been hired for
the next school year, and substitutes once
they have received a provisional contract.
Job-sharing is when two eligible participants split a single job in a manner
agreed upon by the job-sharing partners
and the principal who will be hosting
them. The principal must approve the jobsharing to occur as well as how the logistics are carried out. Job-sharers each must
work half time. As a result, they earn onehalf the pay, full health insurance and
health & welfare benefits, one half of the
allocated sick and personal days, for retirement purposes a job-share year counts
as half-salary, they maintain a full year’s
seniority, they must work the entire 18/
24 hours of professional development and
must attend both parent conference nights
and all professional development days.
The teacher, who is job-sharing in their
own school, retains attachment rights to
that site. The visiting teacher who is jobsharing retains attachment rights to their
former site for one year. If the visiting
teacher job-shares at a school other than
their original site for more than a year,
they lose their attachment rights back to
that site. In order to apply for and to
receive literature from the BTU and the
School Department about job-sharing, you
must fill out an application of interest
form through the Office of Human Resources Circular HRS –HS2 with an application deadline of April 1st.

What is the process for
filing a grievance?

A

grievance is ‘a statement which
says that a teacher’s rights have
been violated due to a misrepresentation

or misapplication of the contract’. ‘A
grievance must be filed every time an
individual teacher’s rights are violated
in order to protect the rights of the entire
membership.’ As we know from our most
recent contract negotiations, all of our
rights are hard fought and must be
maintained daily through their implementation. The contract itself as a document is only as good as the enforcement of it at the school level by each and
every BTU member. When aspects of
the contract are ‘overlooked’ it can set a
dangerous precedent not only for the
individual, but for the membership at
large.
If aspects of the labor/management
agreement, better known as the BTU
contract, are not followed as prescribed,
then a grievance can and should be
filed. The contract details, “An employee
or his or her Union rep may either orally
or in writing present a grievance to the
Principal, Headmaster, or Director
within a reasonable time, normally thirty
(30) school days after knowledge by the
employee of the facts giving rise to the act
or condition which is the basis of her or
his grievance.” It is best to put the Step
1 grievance in writing so that there is
adequate documentation that the violation was delivered to the administrator
in a timely basis and to curtail any misunderstanding of the intent of the exchange. There is a time limit on how
long after the violation has occurred for
a BTU member to grieve said violation
– it must be done within 30 school days.
BTU Building Reps and/or your respective BTU Field Representative can
assist you in framing the letter. The
letter should be dated, addressed to the
specific Administrator who has the ability to fix or remedy the situation and
should state that it is a Step 1 grievance
because of the following contractual
violation. At this time in the letter, you
would detail the violation(s) and site
the Article(s) and portion(s) of the contract or BPS Policy that has been vio-

Letter to the Editor

Regarding Degree Inflation
To the Editor,
I must take issue with a few of the
comments made by Michael Maguire in
his recent article on Degree Inflation.
He claims that “good teaching, like
good leadership, is innate.” The logic
behind this statement is that the dispositional traits needed to be an effective
teacher cannot be taught. So, is it not
possible to sensitize a teacher education
candidate to the needs of our linguistic
minority students? Is it not possible to
teach our future educators how to prepare a lesson which effectively attends to
the various learning styles of their students?
Is it not possible to model and have our
education candidates gain skills at productive classroom management techniques?
One of the mistakes many educational
theorists make is to reduce effective teaching to specific behavioral “tactics.” A good
example of this is Doug Lemov’s book
Teach Like a Champion. However, this in
no way minimizes the need for teachers
to develop discrete, concrete and effective skills.
According to Linda DarlingHammond, one of the obstacles which
teacher education programs need to face
while training their candidates is to overcome what she calls the “apprenticeship

of observation.” That is, most of us learn
what we know about teaching from having been taught for 12 years. We see that
Mr. Brown, our math teacher, gave quizzes every week, so we tend to think that
this is what we should do. I must admit to
having fallen victim to this syndrome in
my first few years of teaching (and I will
not offer any examples of my attempts to
imitate some of my former teachers.)
So, simply imitating what we saw, without reflecting on the effectiveness of that
particular practice, leads to frustration. A
brief anecdote here will be helpful.
Each of us develops a particular way of
presenting material, relating to students,
talking to parents and establishing collegial relationships. These approaches result, in the best of situations, from reflecting upon who we are, what our students
need, and a proper regard for the responsibility to help students construct a meaningful educational experience. I spent
many hours of conversation with committed colleagues on this issue.
During one semester of supervising a
student teacher, I noticed that she imitated almost exactly, my approach to a
particular lesson. No, I was not flattered,
despite the well-known aphorism. Her
lesson fell flat. During our conversation
after school, I simply said, “Sue (not her
(continued on page 5)

lated. The grievance letter should also
state the remedy of the grievance or
what it would take to fix the situation,
making the grievant whole. The letter
should be signed by the person(s) being aggrieved. The Step 1 grievance
letter should be delivered with your
BTU Rep. present to assure that the
administrator in question has indeed
received the document. This is your
witness. If it is a grievance entailing a
number of people or the entire staff, the
letter can include statements such as
this grievance includes (names of signers) and ‘for all those similarly situated’.
The Bylaws of the Boston Teachers
Union state, “The Building Representative should not advise a teacher to disobey
or ignore an Administrator’s order while
a grievance is in progress. This may well
hurt the chances for a successful resolution of the grievance and possibly leave
the teacher open to charges of insubordination.”
The contract states, “The principal
… of the school shall confer with the
employee at the time of the complaint or
within five (5) school days with a view to
arrive at a mutually satisfactory resolution of the grievance.” The grievant may
be present and/or may be represented
by the Union rep and the Administrator
“shall give the Union rep the opportunity
to be present and state the views of the
Union.” “The Principal shall communicate his/her decision orally or in writing
to the aggrieved employee and to any
Union representative who participated
in this Step within five (5) school days
after receiving the complaint or within
five (5) school days after the conference,
whichever is earlier.” If the involved
Administrator does not get back to the
grievant and/or BTU rep within 5 school
days, it is considered a negative response to the grievance.
The BTU Field Representatives process Step 1 grievances and if the grievance is unresolved on Step 1, we refer it
to the next Step which, according to the
contract, is mediation. When the Step 1
grievance is denied or not responded to
within 5 days, the grievant must get a
copy of the Step 1 grievance to their
respective BTU Field Representative

so that we are
able to refer it
to mediation
through the
BTU
Vice
President. If the
grievance is unresolved at Step 1, a mediator shall be
assigned to assist the parties in an attempt to resolve the complaint. If the
dispute is not resolved following the
mediation, the grievance may be appealed to the next Step. Once the grievance goes beyond Step 1, the BTU Vice
President handles the process of mediation, Steps 2, 3 and finally if necessary, arbitration.

Do BTU Building Reps.
get any time during the
school day to get some of
their union work done?

T

he contract states; “The Union Build
ing Representative in each high school
and middle school shall be allowed one
administrative period per week for conferring with teachers on grievances or
associated matters. The Union building
representative in each elementary school
shall be allowed 45 minutes per week
during administrative time for the purpose of conferring with teachers on grievances or associated matters.” This amount
of time is generally not sufficient to perform all of the work entailed in being an
effective BTU Rep., however, it is time
which has been contractually agreed to
and is the BTU Reps. right to insist upon
being included in their school site work
schedule.

Phone
Numbers
Office ............................... 617-288-2000
Health & Welfare .............. 617-288-0500
AFT Massachusetts ............ 617-423-3342
Function Office ................. 617-288-3322
Lounge Office ................... 617-288-3322
Vision Center .................... 617-288-5540
Tremont Credit Union ....... 781-843-5626
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NEWS from the American Federation of Teachers

New York City Teacher Rankings
Based on Flawed Data

Republican Education Legislation is a
Step Backward

T

T

he decision by the New York City Department of Education to release teacher
rankings – rankings which, by the department’s own admission, are based on
unreliable data – amounts to a public flogging of teachers, AFT president Randi
Weingarten says.
“Instead of working with teachers to develop and implement an evaluation system
that assesses teachers based on multiple criteria and helps them improve, Mayor
Michael Bloomberg and the city’s education officials preferred to publicly ridicule
teachers,” Weingarten says.
Several New York City newspapers, TV stations and radio stations subsequently
published stories based on the data, which was released Feb. 24.
“The Teacher Data Reports are based on bad data and an unproven methodology
with a huge margin of error,” says United Federation of Teachers president Michael
Mulgrew, who is an AFT vice president. “They are not an accurate reflection of the
work of any teacher, and their release would be particularly inappropriate in view of
the fact that the Department of Education has already announced that they will be
discontinued and replaced with a statewide program.”
Even New York City schools chancellor Dennis Walcott has expressed concern
about the potential harmful effects of releasing the reports. “I don’t want our teachers
stereotyped,” he told reporters in September. “I have a responsibility to make sure that
we protect our workforce … because they’re working their butts off to do their job.”
The UFT is planning information sessions, outreach to parent and community
groups, and individual assistance to any teachers whose report may cause harm. The
union also ran a full-page ad in a number of newspapers on Feb. 24 setting the record
straight on the Teacher Data Reports.
[United Federation of Teachers, AFT press release, February 27, 2012]

AFT Task Force Takes New Look at
Teacher Preparation

T

he AFT recently convened a new task force on teacher preparation. This issue is
at the fulcrum of successful teaching: K-12 teachers care about it because it affects
their newest colleagues, their own professional development and the quality of their
schools. Higher education faculty depend on solid teacher training to turn out future
generations of prepared college applicants. And, of course, education faculty are at the
center of college and university teacher preparation programs.
The AFT is in a unique position to lead in teacher education: “We’re in a different
place than people who just point fingers,” AFT president Randi Weingarten told the
task force, which met Jan. 25-27 in Washington, D.C. She noted that as representatives
of both K-12 teachers and college faculty, we can utilize everything from the nitty-gritty
of the classroom to more theory-based college coursework, and work together toward
a solution.
The task force has a good start: the AFT publication, “Building a Profession:
Strengthening Teacher Preparation and Induction,” is highly regarded as a
visionary outline for ensuring teacher quality from the very beginning. Now, the 14
task force members, carefully chosen for their expertise and positions in education
schools and K-12 unions, will revisit the findings, update them with current research
and produce a new report to release in July.
Several issues surfaced repeatedly as the most important elements of teacher
preparation: clinical experience, from an early point in the education of a teacher;
strong command of subject material; admissions standards and exit requirements for
teacher preparation programs; continued training, especially during the first years of
classroom experience; and evaluation of teacher education programs.
Task force members shared their experiences, from early days in the classroom (“I
made too many assumptions,” said Andrew Spar, president of Volusia Teachers
Organization in Florida and a music teacher, who learned that students did not know
in advance that they could not drop their violins without breaking them) to triumphs
(Lynn Nordgren, president of the Minneapolis Federation of Teachers, remembered
a residency program whose graduates were markedly better prepared than teachers
who did not attend; the program has since been cut). And there were suggestions
about everything from differentiated teaching to stricter entry requirements, and the
degrees of importance given to content mastery and pedagogy.
Susan Moore Johnson, the Jerome T. Murphy professor in education from Harvard
University, helped lay the background of teacher preparation for the task force,
describing its trajectory from a generation ago, when teachers came directly from
college and expected teaching would be their only career, to current teachers who
choose from a proliferation of training programs (not all of them high-quality) and
subsidized fast-track programs, experience low status due to easy entry into such
programs, and generate high turnover rates. Johnson raised a number of important
questions involving sequencing of skills learned, responsibility for competence
assessment and continued learning, and alternative approaches such as coaching,
online resources and video reviews.
Francesca Forzani shared her experience as associate director of “Teaching
Works,” a just-launched streaming seminar series for teacher preparation. The
program emphasizes the importance of a common curriculum; performance assessments of teacher readiness; support for those who teach, coach and mentor teachers;
and reliable data about responsible teaching.
Finally, guests Jim Cibulka, president of the National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education; Susan Petroff, senior director of programs and development for
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education; and Ann Coffman of the
National Education Association, laid out current thinking on teacher preparation and
how teachers, faculty and policymakers might work together to improve it.
While some of the basics have not changed since “Building a Profession” was
released, the landscape of education has, with more widespread use of technology and
additional research into effective teaching practice. The task force will incorporate this
new information as it continues to work with AFT staff, members and outside experts
toward new teacher preparation recommendations.
[Virginia Myers, January 31, 2012]
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wo Republican-sponsored bills to reauthorize the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, which passed the House Education and the Workforce Committee
Feb. 28 along party lines, would undermine efforts to improve our public schools, AFT
president Randi Weingarten says.
“The federal government has long played a central role in ensuring that all children
have access to a high-quality public education,” Weingarten says. “It is unconscionable that some in Congress want to walk away from our nation’s commitment to
providing an education that allows every child to compete on a level playing field.
“These bills take federal legislative education reform efforts from bad to worse and
undermine current efforts to improve teaching and learning in our public schools.
Instead of addressing the flaws of No Child Left Behind, these proposals take several
steps backward – not the step forward that students and teachers need.
“The Student Success Act dilutes accountability and leaves no one responsible for
improving student achievement, while the Encouraging Innovation and Effective
Teachers Act does just the opposite by holding only teachers accountable for their
students’ performance. The AFT strongly supports teacher evaluation systems that
are designed with teacher input to support the continuous improvement of teaching
and learning. The proposed system is designed to simply sort teachers rather than to
help them improve their craft. This is a wasted opportunity to support and expand the
good work on teacher evaluation already taking place around the country.
“Together, these bills cut funding to districts with the most challenges, reverse the
positive trend of adopting rigorous academic standards and a rich curriculum, fail to
address the pervasive fixation on testing, prioritize the quantity rather than the quality
of charter schools, and neglect to hold all stakeholders accountable and responsible
for improving public schools.”
[AFT press release, February 28, 2012]

AFT Members Respond to
Fox News Challenge

A

guest on Fox News recently issued a challenge to the AFT and president Randi
Weingarten: Show just one example of where the union has put the interests of
students first. While the challenge is clearly ridiculous, and the comments on the
show from Kyle Olson, head of the Education Action Group, were full of distortions,
AFT members nonetheless posted all kinds of amazing examples when the AFT
asked for responses on our Facebook page.
Olson and others who criticize teachers unions always fail to understand that the
teachers are the union, and they make a huge difference for children every day; that’s
on top of the countless, well-documented efforts by the AFT and our affiliates around
the country to improve the public education system.
Here are just a few of the responses teachers posted on Facebook:
• “I had an administrator bully a child in my classroom, and I stood up for that
student. I stuck my neck out in order to maintain my professional integrity, and
(more importantly) to protect my student from an arbitrary exercise of power. I
was a second-year teacher and not yet eligible for tenure. That administrator was
in charge of my evaluation as well. Needless to say my evaluation was far from
perfect, but I wear that as a badge of honor. So you could let Kyle know that
teachers do not get into this business for ourselves, but for our communities and
for our next generations.”
• “I can’t believe that people think that teachers don’t put students first. When do
we not put students first? Here I am grading papers on my own time as I have
every night and weekend this year. I do all my lesson plans and [tailor to different
students’ abilities] on my own time. Last year I spent over $3,000 of my own
money (that is not a typo) so I could do labs with my students. I do science club
on my own time. I make every student a birthday bag and card on their birthday
on my own time. I make sure they have notebooks, pencils, pens and paper out
of my own pocket. I buy their lunches when they have no money, and I listen to
them on my time and try to help them with all the things they have going on in
their own lives. I am totally insulted by Kyle Olson’s remarks.”
• “How about taking dirty clothes home to be washed (and getting reprimanded
for doing so), buying kids new sneakers, staying late late late doing lesson plans
because I spent my planning time with children, writing IEPs all day Saturday,
… etc., etc., etc.”
• “There are millions of examples of teachers going above and beyond for their
students every day, but we on Guam have tons more that we as a union (Guam
Federation of Teachers, AFT Local 1581) have done to improve the quality of
education for our students. We have kept class sizes reasonable for 40 years
because we know what a huge effect that has on learning outcomes. We have
invested millions of dollars of dues money (as has the AFT) in high-quality
professional education to help teachers be more successful in the classroom. We
have protected teachers’ rights to stand up to crazy, unproductive reform
programs, and we have constantly fought, through our contracts, to make sure
that teachers have the tools they need to teach their students. I am incredibly
proud of what we as a union have done to protect public education on Guam, and
I would be more than happy to go on Fox to debate them on the subject.”
• “Isn’t this like answering the question, ‘When did you stop beating your wife?’ “

Read more responses, and add your own, on the AFT Facebook page. The AFT
is tweeting them to Kyle Olson (@kyleolson4).
[Dan Gursky, February 23, 2012]

The Mathematical World: Ricardo Vega

Spheres in the Genes
L

ike an immemorial moonstricken
hominid millions of years before recorded history, my nine month old son,
holding his newly acquired ball up in the
air, smiles and look at it with an unexpected mixed of fascination and happiness. Intriguingly observing him, I have
constantly, since his birth, have been
amazed by his curiosity and thirst for
knowledge. His surrounding world is
nothing but an excuse to explore. Looking, listening, touching, and wondering
how and why, are the things that he does.
He is completely honest and has developed no capability to hide his emotions.
This is why, when I see his face lit by a
wide spread smile, I try to pay close attention to whatever is prompting such happiness. Papa coming home from work, anytime he sees his mother, the anticipation
of knowing we are going out, and a few
others, are expected motives for his happy
face. But although now in retrospect I
should have anticipated it, the joy that my
son experiences when holding his plastic
ball, at first, took me by surprise. It is as if
something that was previous imprinted
in his brain was automatically triggered
into action by looking at a sphere. I could
not help but think of all the humans that
for ages have stared with magnetic interest at all the circles and spheres around
them, the way I can see them all synthesized in my son’s posture, and how this

ing blood barely lit by
the opaque sunlight of
his predicted eclipse
while the Mayan priest,
in an unexpected revelation of the universality of the astronomical passion recited,
with astonishing precision, the dates of the
next few hundred solar eclipses. Ancient independently developed celestial spherical fascinations, previously unaware of each
other, clashing on
newly found land turfs,
and competing to death
in a revealing obsession that seeks to guarantee survival for those
who master the intricacies of circles.
Forced to play second fiddle to the Sun,
the Moon bows to the
disk king of the sky.
Ra, the olden Egyptian Sun god, creator
of the world, in a game of big circle eating
the little one, displaces the Moon at dawn
to begin his daily journey across the heavens. But the same circles that either owe
their existence and nature to the gods, or
are gods themselves, also
“...we have to state that the heavens are inspired men in feeding the
possibilityofanunderstandspherical and move spherically...”
ing that would clear away
– Ptolemy - “The Almagest” their mysterious nature.
Then, with painstaking paability to ponder about the intricacies of tience, the children of Ra learned to divide
round things has giving us an evolution- circumferences by diameters, watching all
ary edge worth passing on to the next circles always giving them the same magigeneration.
cal amount. The elusiveness of this amount,
Although unable to precisely identify while increasing the control of men over
its origins, this awareness for circular circles, also fascinated their minds with
shapes and their central role in our lives the ambiguity of its precision.
might have initially gotten imprinted in
This passion for spheres and circles
our souls in the darkest and earliest of all was Archimedes ticket to immortality as
nights when, concerned by its captivating well. According to Plutarch, Archimedes
brightness at creation, mesmerized met his death absorbed by his geometriMesoamerican gods tossed a rabbit onto cal sketches while refusing to acknowlthe surface of the big circle of the evening edge soldiers’ orders to greet the Roman
sky, prudently dimming the Moon’s glow, general Marcellus during the capture of
giving reason to humankind for the lunar his native Syracuse in the late 3rd century
unchanging engraved features, and re- before the Common Era. “Do not disturb
storing balance with the Sun in an inter- my circles” is often quoted as Archimedes
changeable celestial dance that cemented last words as the Roman sword ended his
the idea that circles were the protagonists life. And, as if mapping out the lifelong
and determinants of existence on our fascination that my son might eventually
own circle, the Earth. But the Moon’s share with Archimedes, Cicero, while visspell over men remained strong, and for iting the Syracusan last resting place,
the longest time, this magnificent disk describes the engraving on the tombcontinued stirring our souls between the stone, a sphere inside a cylinder, a prodesire of romancing the idealized partner foundly clever way to relate their volume
and the scientific awe of its regular pat- and surface area, as his highest achieveterns. Lovers eventually fall asleep, but ment.
As if rehearsing for future male bondrecording the Moon seemingly capricious
appearances and its intrusion in the path ing, my son likes to hold the ball with his
of sunlight kept ancient astronomers hand while raising an arm getting ready
awake for centuries. Ancient Babylonians to throw it to me. Thrilled, since I am in
and Egyptians took on the task of docu- front of him waiting for the pitch, he
menting these patterns, and in doing so moves his arm forward in rapid motion.
stamped the first chapters of recorded However, at his age, he has not mastered
history with a clear premise; to under- yet the correct timing for releasing the
stand oneself is necessary to understand ball. This means that the ball sometimes
rolls either to his side or even his back.
the circles.
It was this legwork and enthrallment, But occasionally, the ball falls forward,
revisited by the Greeks and preserved by giving me the chance to get it, bounce it a
the Arabs that Brother Bartolomé few times and then roll it back to him. His
Arrazola thoroughly studied at his Span- initial elation multiplies ten fold while
ish Medieval monastery, and uses in watching my ball-bouncing skill. I like to
Augusto Monterroso’s short story when, think that for him, his Papa is this alat a pyramidal sacrificial altar in the dense mighty being capable of amazing underGuatemalan jungle of imaginary colonial takings, some sort of a multiple reincartimes, desperately tries to save his life by nation of all the dexterous ballplayers of
impressing the Mayan priest and telling the past. When I stop the bouncing and
him of the imminent solar eclipse about to offer the ball to him, he graciously grabs
occur, but to no avail. Arrazola’s cascad- it and full of pride tries to imitate his

awesome father. But the bouncing of the
ball is as old as the ball itself.
Almost four millennia ago balls were
officially bouncing in the Americas. So
much that by the time Hernan Cortez
landed on the Mexican empire with his
mental image of the leather European
ball, he must has been amazed by seeing
the smaller American rubber balls in action. He then decided to ship back to
Spain two full teams of ball players including a good number of local rubber balls.
The players performed their game for the
king Carlos V, prompted stories and legends that swept the European continent,
and were depicted and immortalized by
German artist Christoph Weiditz. The
commotion teased the ambition of other
Europeans that dreamt of departing in
search of undiscovered lands with bigger
treasures and coffers of even more amazing bouncing balls. The original Indians,
and probably even the rubber balls, were
eventually given as gifts to the king. No
record of their fate after this has ever
been found.
As a young man I went to Brazil. Intoxicated by the country’s engulfing beauty I
surrendered my mind and spirit to all
Brazilian things. I learned and spoke the
language, ate the food, studied the history, discussed the politics, and of course,
desperately loved that woman. Mysterious for the vastness and diversity of its
territory, these were the times when pre-

viously unknown communities were still
been discovered in the dense and untamed jungle. A local friend who worked
with these groups told me how as soon as
newly found Amazon Indians were introduced to the soccer ball all they wanted to
do was to kick it all day long. But if it easy
to believe that Brazilians carry soccer in
their blood, I dare to extend the thought
to the natural allure that humans seem to
have for circles and spheres, an attraction
that has allowed us to document and
theorize on the workings of the Universe
and our place in it. What started as mystical and theological explanation, has
sparked off a series of discoveries that
has taken us from the contemplation of
the celestial workings of the gods into
mastering the mathematical patterns of
circles and eventually, as a result, to physically landing and setting foot and probes
on these very same extraterrestrial
spheres. There is no telling on how far are
we taking this perennial love affair with
circles and spheres. But I believe that my
son is among the latest in a long chain of
beings inheriting the genetic markers
that this appeal for round things has imprinted on us. And as such, my child is
also the guarantee that such a productive
urge will continue to pay off for future
generations.
(Ricardo Vega teaches math and the
mysteries of the universe to his students at
the McCormack Middle School.)

Letter to the Editor…
(continued from page 3)

name), you make a wonderful Sue. You
don’t make a good Abe. Strive to find your
own way to be effective.”
While this may give credence to
Michael Maguire’s comment about good
teaching being innate, I find that it supports the position that careful mentoring,
reflective practice and sensitive guidance
can help develop those skills we find in
our best teachers. Research shows that
some of these traits include:
• the ability to have discussions which
lead to ideas.
• the ability to present material in a
variety of methods.
• the ability to prepare lessons which
do not simply instruct, but permit
students to form hypotheses and to
test them out.
• the ability to understand how our
students understand.
These skills are essential if one is to

move from the Apprenticeship of Observation to a more reflected-upon Praxis (in
the sense of Paulo Freire) of teaching. A
teacher education program which values
the analysis of one’s theoretical presuppositions and the testing of those ideas in
a controlled laboratory experience with
supervision seems to be the most effective way of training our future teachers.
– Dr. Abraham A. Abadi
Retired Teachers Chapter
Editors’ note: Dr. Abadi raises very good
points, and his experience as a teacher
buttresses the main point of Degree Inflation; namely, that experience is more important than degrees in the making of
principals. Furthermore, such teacher training as described in Dr. Abadi’s letter should
come in the form of mentoring or professional development and not in the form of
steep tuition bills. Thank you Dr. Abadi for
your comments.
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The Teaching Pulse: James Liou

Conversation With a Teacher: Betsy Drinan,
Co-Lead Teacher at the Boston Teachers Union School

I

t’s a pleasant experience walking
through the front doors of the Boston
Teachers Union School. It might have
just been me, but the floors seemed particularly gleaming, the colors on the bulletin boards especially bright and the
teacher conversations meaningful and
intense.
Now in its third year of operation, the
BTU school opened in September 2009
as a pilot school with seven classrooms
and by the next academic year, will be
operating as a full K-8 school with one
class for each K-5 grades and two classes
for grades 6-8.
Needless to say, all the staff and school
partners, including co-lead teachers Betsy
Drinan and Berta Berriz, have been
hard at work. As a teacher-run school,
one with two seasoned teachers at the
lead and the multiple autonomies of being a pilot school to manage – including
the domains of hiring, budget, curriculum, scheduling and governance – there
is a lot of work to be done.
Betsy’s office on this particular late
Friday afternoon in October reflected this
state of being. Within the first few minutes of my arrival at the main office, she
was finishing up a tense conversation
with another teacher, fielded a phone call
about a bus issue, buzzed in an afterschool

partner, and managed to get a breath at
the same time.
I was almost sorry to be putting her
through yet another activity. But I also
knew that she would have a lot to say,
especially from her perspective as an experienced teacher and in particular, as a
teacher playing a very unique role as a
designated school leader.
★★★★★
Thanks for taking the time to meet
with me and talk a little bit about yourself
as a teacher and one of the key lead
teachers of the BTU school.
One of the key themes of The Teaching
Pulse is an attempt to make conversations
around best teaching practices a central
focus of our professional organization.
And one way I’m hoping to do that is by
talking to some of the best teachers in the
district and sharing those conversations
with other teachers across the city.
I hope that these questions help guide
us into a great conversation.
★★★★★
Is there a typical day in the life of
Betsy Drinan, teacher leader at the
BTU school?
Well, it’s non-stop. I would say that. It’s
a non-stop job. [Last] year, we were shortstaffed [but] the student weighted formula worked in our favor and we got extra

TEACH to be Screened at the
Boston International Film Festival
By Robert Lamothe

T

EACH, Teachers are Talking, Is the
Nation Listening? is a film that features conversations about the art of teaching and learning by teachers themselves.
TEACH brings an important perspective
to the national education debate that is
currently being dominated by a corporate led agenda to privatize education and
blame teachers for everything that is
wrong with education in this country.
This movie takes on many questions
about No Child Left Behind, high stakes
testing, unequal distribution of education
resources, and schools dominated by data
driven curriculum instead of providing an
education that is dynamic, creative, exciting, and joyful. Every day in the media we
hear from the businesses, think-tankers,
politicians, and administrators. This movie
is about those who don’t usually get heard.
Many education movies that distort the
truth and promote a business view of
education have millions of dollars to promote their misinformation about education.
TEACH, Teachers Are Talking, Is the
Nation Listening? has been accepted into
the Boston International Film Festival1
which takes place at the AMC Loews
movie theatre in downtown Boston. The
festival shows 90 films from over 30 countries. It takes place from April 13 - 22.
A BIFF news release describes the

festival: “The Boston International Film
Festival is a celebration of the art of film
making. It encourages and supports independent filmmakers from around the
world, bringing to Boston a dazzling array of both short and feature length films
from a select group of directors. The
festival strives to promote understanding
of diverse cultures by displaying the passions and unique vision of these filmmakers, and promises to both entertain and
educate the viewers.” The filmmakers of
TEACH are teachers in the Boston Public
Schools.
Past participants include Linda
Hamilton, Patrick Swayze, Donnie
Wahlberg, Jack Black, Tony Shaloub and
others. Sponsors of the festival include
A&E Television, Bravo, BET, Channel 7
News, Mass Art, New York Film Academy, Boston Area Spanish Exchange,
Eurochannel, Microsoft, SAG - (Screen
Actors Guild), JVC, and others.
We will send additional details when we
get them. We have created a TEACH One
Minute Trailer for the upcoming news campaign for by the Boston International Film
Festival. For more information about
TEACH, please visit our website: http://
www.teachdocumentary.com
1
Boston International Film Festival, http://
www.bifilmfestival.com

(Robert Lamothe teaches at Snowden
International High School.)

Please Send Us Your Quotes/Reactions To
TEACH Documentary

W

e are in the process of putting together a What People are Saying Quotes
Page for the website and other promotional materials that features
QUOTES/REACTIONS, etc. about the movie. We are asking that you write a
quote that gives a reaction or makes a statement about TEACH. We are making
plans to reach a national audience for our documentary TEACH, Teachers are
Talking, Is the Nation Listening and would very much appreciate your help.
Please send your quote to us at filminfo@teachdocumentary.com
Also, please include your identifying occupation, title, organization, etc. We
thank you for your support of the film and your help in getting the film out to a
wider audience.
– Bob Lamothe
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Betsy Drinan, Co-Lead Teacher of the
Boston Teachers Union School

funds to hire a social worker and paraprofessionals to assist me and [the other colead teacher] Berta. It [gave] us a little bit
of breathing room. But we’ve [also] got
an influx of kids in the upper school and
some of them have some challenging
behaviors. Some have transferred in from
Middle School Academy and already have

a history of issues. We want to work with
and support these kids but it takes an
enormous amount of time on a daily basis.
So you teach as well, right?
I do teach. I’m an English teacher and
a reading specialist and we are working
on our Response to Intervention model
for literacy and math. So I do small group
reading for 6th, 7th and 8th grades. I teach
each grade three days a week for a fiftyminute block.
The other parts of my day, I’m doing
everything from student support and discipline to data meetings to curriculum
meetings. I also work on fundraising,
Court Street budgets, ordering materials,
getting our library developed, Governing
Board, strategic planning, [organizing]
family council, [overseeing] facilities
management, [and fostering] parent relationships… just for a start.
How would you describe yourself
now and what you do? Do you call
(continued on page 10)

A Film Review: TEACH: Teachers are Talking.
Is the Nation Listening? …
(continued from page 1)

near her, while sticking those with the
lowest scores off to the side, in the bleachers.”
Sad-to-say, such behaviors are seen in
schools in our commonwealth, too, where
the drive to “succeed” with test scores is
pushed by bullying behaviors of many
school leaders. Curiously, we have a legislative push for teaching kids not to bully
while in those same schools educators
face administrative bullying.
For everyone involved in education:
teachers, administrators, parents, community leaders, legislators and other government officials TEACH is a “must-see.”
It shows why things are not what they

always appear to be and who wants to
keep it that way. It clarifies and answers a
lot of the confusing and mixed messages
projected by the media.
The flood of initiatives, laws, regulations, media-talk regarding “privatizing,”
“data walls,” school closings, school reopenings, “compacts” in cities including
Boston between the district and charter
school alliances, data-driven policies, are
confusing and troubling.
TEACH is the film created by teachers
which may frighten you, may resonate
with you but will open your eyes and
clarify the issues – and will certainly empower you.

We’re Learning Here

A project by Amika Kemmler Ernst, Ed.D.

Hennigan Elementary School

I

t’s been awhile since I visited the Hennigan Elementary School, this time at the suggestion of New
Teacher Developer Amy Kwan-Chan, who is mentoring a first-year teacher there. The Hennigan is a
sprawling building in Jamaica Plain with almost 500 students. Its population is 60% Hispanic, and
50% of the students are enrolled in bilingual (SEI) or special education classes. All take swimming
classes in the school’s Olympic-size pool, which is open to the community in the evenings.
New principal Maria Cordon (formerly at the Agassiz) was out and about in the building when I arrived.
As I visited classes with camera in hand, most students in the upper grades were taking ANet language
and math assessments. ANet is being piloted in selected BPS schools and adds 5 more tests per year,
with feedback designed to guide re-teaching in areas of student need. With good reason, many
teachers in these “data-driven” times feel like they spend more time testing than teaching!
Art teacher Marlon Forrester was conducting a circle discussion with his fifth graders. I was impressed
by his calm, sure manner with students as well as his sincere interest in hearing and addressing their
concerns. Kristie McElhaney’s students were writing what they could see and infer about the ancient
African kingdom of Benin from its artwork. I especially enjoyed visiting primary classes where students
were engaged in a variety of learning centers – student choice seems to have been a casualty of our
testing mania in upper elementary grades, but is alive and well in the Hennigan’s K-2 classes.
It’s encouraging to see evidence of the school’s focus on students’ social and emotional needs. Photos
and inspirational quotes of famous people line the hallway outside the newly renovated library, and
murals decorate many of the giant cinderblock walls. This year Mr. Forrester and his students created a
dramatic red, black and white representation of the Hennigan’s “5 Bs” slogan: “Be here, Be ready, Be
safe, Be Respectful, Be Responsible.”

My teacher, Ms. Campbell, is helping me write
multiplication equations using groups of dots. I am
learning to read, write, and do numbers in English.
– Ibrahima Barry, Multilingual Program for Students
with Interrupted Formal Education (SIFE)

We were writing an interesting sentence using a noun and a verb.
We’re learning how to write stories with creative language.
– Denise Mejia & Alkira Pujols, Grade 2

We were doing a puzzle to match baby animals and their parents. We are studying
animals in science and we’ve learned that baby bears are called cubs and baby cows
are called calves.
– Razan Mohamed & Prescilla Alves, Grade 2

We were figuring out
“mystery numbers” from
clues our teacher gave us.
We’ve learned how to
solve algebraic equations
using the distributive
property, which is helpful
for solving all kinds of
math problems.
– Gabriela Aracena,
Kenya Maxwell, &
Kiara Depina, Grade 4

We were playing a game with number cards. We are learning to count.
– Annette Delgado & Abdullahi Mohamed, K2
We were writing about the gingerbread house we made with Mr. Santizo.
We’re learning to read and write and draw. When we get stuck on a word,
we can sound it out!
– Jean Marcos Montilla, Yabdiel Diaz, Cristylani Delgado,
Ana Bodre, Angel Fernandez & Elvin Rodriguez, Grade 1
(Amika Kemmler Ernst is a recently retired BPS New Teacher Developer with extensive experience as a
classroom teacher, curriculum developer, and graphic artist. Her “We’re Learning Here” Project features
images of everyday learning in our public schools, along with the words of the students pictured. )
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BTU Secretary-Treasurer’s Financial Report

Charles R. Johnson, BTU Secretary-Treasurer

BOSTON TEACHERS UNION
Financial Statements • August 31, 2011 and 2010
Statements of Financial Position

August 31, 2011 and 2010

2011

2010

$ 4,317,839
2,730,411
312,183
121,182
7,481,615

$ 3,675,573
2,577,806
35,537
138,133
6,427,049

475,475
215,287
690,762

467,624
215,287
682,911

658,878
31,884

628,382
54,529

TOTAL ASSETS

$ 7,513,499

$ 6,481,578

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable

$

$

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash (Note 6)
Investments (Notes 2, 3 and 4)
Accounts Receivable
Prepaid Expenses
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT (Note 1)
Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment
Leasehold Improvements
Less – Accumulated Depreciation
and Amortization

TOTAL NET ASSETS – UNRESTRICTED (Note 1)
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Statements of Activities

422,612

368,932

7,090,887

6,112,646

$ 7,513,499

$ 6,481,578

August 31, 2011 and 2010

2011
SUPPORT
Union Dues
$ 6,944,602
Interest
4,972
Dividend Income (Note 2)
141,159
Realized Short-Term Capital Gains (Note 2)
88,599
Realized Long-Term Capital Gains (Note 2)
39,895
Unrealized Gain (Loss) on Investments (Note 2) (117,048)
AFT Innovation Fund (Note 11)
50,000
AFT Salary Assistance Program
21,600
7,173,779
EXPENSES (Schedule I)
INCREASE IN NET ASSETS
NET ASSETS AT BEGINNING OF YEAR
NET ASSETS AT END OF YEAR

Statements of Cash Flows

2010
$ 6,589,337
7,776
130,759
–
8,180
126,132
–
21,600
6,875,604

6,195,538

6,177,016

978,241

698,588

6,112,646

5,414,058

$ 7,090,887

$ 6,112,646

August 31, 2011 and 2010

2011
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Increase in Net Assets
$ 978,241
Adjustments to Reconcile Increase in
Net Assets to Net Cash Provided
by Operating Activities
Depreciation
30,496
(Increase) Decrease in Accounts Receivable (276,646)
Prepaid Expenses
16,951
Increase (Decrease) in Accounts Payable
53,680

2010
$ 698,588

35,195
193,374
(30,613)
57,447

NET CASH FLOWS PROVIDED
BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES

802,722

953,991

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of Investments
Acquisition of Property and Equipment
Unrealized Gain on Investments

(269,653)
(7,851)
117,048

(130,759)
(5,743)
(126,132)

NET CASH FLOWS USED BY
INVESTING ACTIVITIES

(160.456)

(262,634)

NET INCREASE IN CASH

642,266

691,357

3,675,573

2,984,216

$ 4,317,839

$ 3,675,573

CASH, BEGINNING
CASH, ENDING

The Independent Auditor’s Report and Accompanying Notes
are an Integral Part of these Financial Statements.
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Dear Union Member,
The CPA firm of Joseph B. Cohan & Associates has examined the balance sheet
of the Boston Teachers Union and the related statement of revenues, expenses,
and fund balances for the fiscal year ending August 31, 2011. The audit was
conducted in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards generally
accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that the auditors plan and perform the audits to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the financial statements are free of material misstatements. This audit gives a
financial position of the Boston Teachers Union at August 31, 2011 and 2010 and
the changes in its net assets and its cash flows for the year.
This statement is reprinted below to explain in detail your Union’s financial
status. With this report as background, the proposed budget for fiscal year 2012
will be before you at the March, 2012 membership meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles R. Johnson
Secretary-Treasurer
Boston Teachers Union

Statements of Expenses

August 31, 2011 and 2010

2011
Advertising
$ 34,762
Arbitration Fees
78,536
Audit
28,795
Communications (Non-Telephone)
1,183
Computer
53,812
Conferences, Conventions and Meetings
329,968
Depreciation
30,496
Donations
36,309
Election
7,784
Expense Reimbursements
President
6,410
Executive Vice President
5,280
Secretary/Treasurer
4,800
Field Representatives
14,400
Political Analyst
4,800
Committees and Others
4,798
Grant - Boston Educational Development Foundation
50,000
Insurance
Group Health
281,059
Teachers’ Liability
33,488
General
12,127
Retired Teachers’ Benefits
32,753
Legal
General Union Issues
595,943
Teacher Assault Cases
13,100
Transcripts and Other Costs
40,032
Mailing and Machine Room
38,215
Office
26,064
Payroll Service
4,471
Payroll Taxes
96,772
Per Capita Payments
American Federation of Teachers
1,209,273
AFT Massachusetts
985,688
State Labor Council AFL-CIO
70,609
Greater Boston Labor Council
17,400
Working Massachusetts
5,000
Postage and Delivery
62,295
Printing and Bulletins
65,075
Professional Fees
7,525
Rent
Conference Rooms and Meeting Hall
28,560
Office
101,189
Retirement Plan Contribution
123,740
Salaries
President
147,889
Executive Vice President
140,495
Secretary/Treasurer
133,101
Secretary/Treasurer – Severance Pay
–
Field Representative – Elementary
125,706
Field Representative – Secondary
125,706
Field Representative – Paraprofessionals
125,706
Political Analyst
125,706
Political Analyst – Severance Pay
24,627
Community Liaison Representative
41,860
Retired Teachers Coordinator
12,571
Assistant Retired Teachers Coordinator
9,428
Building Representatives
127,000
Negotiations
23,527
Editor
35,700
Office
307,887
Homework Helpers
38,731
Telephone Workers
15,400
Scholarships
62,500
Subscriptions
3,723
25,764
Telephone
$ 6,195,538

2010
$ 96,587
63,238
24,888
1,928
98,802
396,594
35,195
36,656
250
6,141
5,450
5,002
14,400
4,800
4,340
–
257,898
33,080
11,172
34,996
573,956
10,650
33,117
27,015
26,086
5,844
101,166
1,158,629
931,654
67,850
17,400
13,333
58,929
79,569
9,000
36,500
100,526
121,888
147,195
139,835
132,476
59,507
125,116
125,116
125,116
125,116
–
41,664
12,512
9,384
127,000
10,136
35,533
298,911
45,295
18,776
62,000
5,489
26,310
$ 6,177,016

Notes to Financial Statements

August 31, 2011 and 2010

1. Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
Organization and Nature of Activities
Boston Teachers Union (the Union) is a labor union organized, funded and
managed by current and retired school teachers and paraprofessionals
working in the Boston area. Support is primarily derived from union member
dues.
Method Of Accounting
The financial statements of Boston Teachers Union have been prepared on
the accrual method of accounting.
Financial Statement Presentation
The Union has presented its financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles for not-for-profit organizations. Under
this guidance, the Union is required to report information regarding financial
position and activities according to three classes of net assets: unrestricted net
assets, temporarily restricted net assets, and permanently restricted net
assets. In addition, the Union is required to present a statement of cash flows.
Contributions
Under generally accepted accounting principles for not-for-profit organizations, contributions received are recorded as unrestricted, temporarily restricted, or permanently restricted support depending on the existence and/
or nature of any donor restrictions. For the years ended August 31, 2011 and
2010, Boston Teachers Union did not receive any contributions with donorimposed restrictions that would result in temporarily or permanently restricted net assets.
Property and Equipment
Property and equipment are recorded at cost. Depreciation is provided on the
straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the assets.
Income Tax
The Union is a not-for-profit organization that is exempt from both federal
and state income taxes under Section 501 (c) (5) of the Internal Revenue
Code.
Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles requires management to make estimates and
assumptions that affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities and
disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at the date of the financial
statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the
reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates.
Reclassifications
Certain amounts in the August 31, 2010 financial statements have been
reclassified for comparative purposes to conform with the presentation in the
current year financial statements.
2. Investments
The Union held $2,730,411 and $2,577,806 at August 31, 2011 and 2010,
respectively, inmutual funds invested in bonds that are obligations of the U.S.
government, its agencies and instrumentalities, and are backed by the full
faith and credit of the United States and have short to long term maturities
through Putnam Investments. The fair market value of the investments at
August 31, 2011 and 2010 was $2,730,411 and $2,577,806, respectively.
The following schedule summarizes the investment return and their classification in the statement of activities for the years ended August 31, 2011 and
2010:
Dividend Income
Realized Short-Term Gains
Realized Long-Term Gains
Net Unrealized Gain

2011
$ 141,159
88,599
39,895
(117,048)

2010
$ 130,759
–
8,180
$ 126,132

TOTAL INVESTMENT RETURN

$ 152,605

$ 256,891

3. Fair Value Measurement
The fair value measurements and levels within the fair value hierarchy of
those measurements for the assets reported at fair value on a recurring basis
at August 31, 2011 are as follows:

Description
Putnam U.S. Gov’t
Income Trust – A

Fair Value

Quoted Prices in Active Market
for Identical Assets
(Level 1)

$ 2,730,411

$ 2,730,411

The fair value measurements and levels within the fair value hierarchy of those
measurements for the assets reported at fair value on a recurring basis at August
31, 2010 are as follows:

Description
Putnam U.S. Gov’t
Income Trust – A

Fair Value

Quoted Prices in Active Market
for Identical Assets
(Level 1)

$ 2,577,806

$ 2,577,806

4. Risks and Uncertainties
The Union invests in various investment securities. Investment securities are
exposed to various risks such as interest rate, market, and credit risks. Due to the
level of risk associated with certain investment securities, it is at least reasonably
possible that changes in the values of investment securities will occur in the near
term and that such changes could materially affect the amounts reported in the
statement of financial position.
5. Transactions with Related Entities
The Union rents office and conference room space from a related entity,
B.T.U.H.W.F. Building Corp. on a tenant-at-will basis under the terms of a lease
which ended September 1, 2005. The yearly base rent is adjusted annually on
September 1st to correspond to the change in the “Consumer Price Index for all
Urban Consumers for Boston, MA, All Items” during the twelve-month period
which ended in the previous July. B.T.U.H.W.F. Building Corporation was
responsible for all utilities, including water and sewer, and repairs to the rented
space. Payments to B.T.U.H.W.F. Building Corporation totaled $101,189 and
$99,856, respectively, for the years ended August 31, 2011 and 2010.
In addition, the Boston Teachers Union pays $15 per day for conference room
set-up fees to the B.T.U.H.W.F. Building Corp. under the agreement which
ended June 30, 2007. As of December 21, 2011, the agreement has not been
modified and continues under the initial terms. Fees paid under this agreement
for the fiscal year ended August 31, 2011 and 2010 totaled $315 and $670,
respectively.
6. Retired Teachers’ Benefits
Effective July 31, 1987, dues paid to the Union by retired teachers and retired
parapro-fessionals for two consecutive years qualify them to participate in eye
care benefits. Eyeglasses will be provided not more frequently than once in any
24-month period. Full details of benefits and limitations are described in
“Guidelines for Retirees Eyeglass Benefit.”
7. Retirement Plan Contribution
The employees of the Union participate in a defined contribution retirement
plan. The Union’s contributions are equal to 10% of the annual salary of
participating employees plus administration fees. The Union’s contributions to
the plan totaled $123,740 and $121,888 respectively, for the years ended
August 31, 2011 and 2010.
8. Concentration of Credit Risk
The Union has a concentration of credit represented by cash balances in a certain
financial institution in amounts which occasionally exceed federal and state
deposit insurance limits. The Union’s management continually reviews the
financial stability of this institution.
9. Advertising
Advertising costs are charged to operations when incurred. Advertising expense
was $34,762 and $96,587 for the years ended August 31, 2011 and 2010,
respectively.
10.Per Capita – Working Massachusetts
On September 20, 2009, the Executive Board voted to join Working Massachusetts, a Massachusetts labor organization which performs public relations,
research and communications work on behalf of public sector employees, and
to allocate up to $10,000 to join Working Massachusetts. Quarterly per capita
for membership is billed and paid quarterly. For the fiscal years ended August
31, 2011 and 2010, the Union paid $5,000 and $13,333, respectively, in per
capita to Working Massachusetts.
11.AFT Innovation Grant /
Grant – Boston Educational Development Foundation, Inc.
Boston Teachers Union received an AFT Innovation Fund grant in September
2010 in the amount of $50,000 to “increase students’ engagement in lessons
be creating prototypes of high-quality instructional units that can be distributed
online.” In September 2010, the BTU turned the grant over to the Boston
Educational Development Foundation, Inc. is a tax-exempt organization that
“acts as a fiscal agent for programs within the Boston Public Schools that
improve the quality of learning, teaching and administration within the Boston
Public Schools.”
12.Evaluation of Subsequent Events
The Union has evaluated subsequent events through January 10, 2012, the
date which the financial statements were available to be issued.
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Conversation With a Teacher: Betsy Drinan, Co-Lead Teacher at the Boston Teachers Union School…
(continued from page 6)

yourself a teacher? A teacher-leader?
Or a building leader?
I call myself a co-lead teacher. The title
is a bit cumbersome, but that’s what it is.
I feel like I mostly coordinate. I work with
the upper school and I run ideas by people
all the time. It’s my responsibility that
ideas and projects get picked up and that
we follow up on them and move them
forward, because they can get lost. We
are all keepers of the vision here but I feel
that it is my particular job, along with
everyone else, to keep us moving towards
the goals we set for ourselves in our
strategic plan.
Do you feel like there’s a proportion in your mind that describes the
balance between being a classroom
teacher and an administrator?
Well, I teach reading and I’ve been
teaching reading for a long time so I have
a wealth of materials to draw on. Most of
my preparation I do on the weekends at
home. I like the teaching. It keeps me
grounded in what’s really central to our
work. On the other hand it’s kind of hectic
sometimes because sometimes I’m in the
middle of something and then I think,
‘Oh! It’s time to teach! I have to run!’
I don’t actually think that in year three
of our school I really have the balance
worked out yet.
Is there one particular moment in
your many years of teaching that
encapsulate who you are and strive to
be as an educator?
Just seeing growth in kids. We just had
our data meetings yesterday with kids
we’ve had for three years now. Kids who
were struggling and scoring at the 30th
percentile and now they’re at the 60th
percentile. It’s very exciting to see that
kind of growth, and to see kids engaged
with books.
It is also wonderful to see the kids
maturing and being able to handle situations that would have confounded them
in the past. We have some 8th grade students who have made tremendous emotional and social growth. Kids who were
explosive or constantly reactive now can
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handle difficult situations and be more
proactive in their lives. That is marvelous
to see.
I know the district is interested in
developing pathways for teachers to
grow in their careers as lead teachers. Are there specific innovative approaches and practices that you employ as a teacher leader that you think
others might be able to develop as
well?
Well, this school is collaborative. So
it’s not my practice, it’s all of [ours] together. We have a CCL model where we
have four teachers working together and
doing collaborative peer observation.
Teachers are starting to film each other,
to look at the videos together, to look at
student work that came out of a particular
lesson, and to continue through the whole
peer observation cycle. We’re devoting
part of faculty meetings to it—we have
two hour meetings every Thursdays – so
we can debrief there. And that’s exciting
– teachers are buzzing about getting into
each others’ classrooms to see what’s
going on.
In terms of leadership development I
think one of the most important practices
is being open to and encouraging teachers to take on projects that they feel particularly skilled at or committed to. I think
it’s about opening up the leadership circle
and then leaders emerge naturally. That
has not been my usual experience in
other schools I have worked in.
What are the ways you make decisions at the Boston Teachers Union
School?
During our first summer retreat, we
really spent a fair amount of time just
getting to know each other and asked
ourselves the questions—who are you,
where are you coming from and how do
we work together? And what does it mean
to have a shared leadership model? They
are pretty words written on a piece of
paper, but what do they mean in practice?
Do you feel like you had that starry
eyed look going into it?
No, not really. I knew it would be

difficult but we thought hard about what
shared leadership really meant. We figured out a system so that some are decision by consensus and some are designated as leadership decisions. [Other
times], a committee is designated with
the authority to make those decisions or
a committee might research and bring
back information to the larger group for a
vote. We’re very intentional – if all thumbs
are up, we move forward. If a thumb is
down, we go back and talk it through. And
it’s actually worked. It seems like a simple
[system], but it actually works.
So you don’t feel like it’s gotten in
the way of just managing the quick
pace of a school? Sometimes I hear
the concerns that consensus decision-making just takes too long.
It doesn’t, though. I think it’s the teachers [that make it work].
The decision-making is [actually]
pretty fast and efficient. We have timekeepers, we have norms, and we have
facilitators. We have to move on and if we
can’t make a decision, we’ll come back to
it the next time. Teachers are busy.
[We’re] not into debating just for the sake
of debating and hearing [ourselves] talk.
‘Let’s move on and let’s keep it moving’ [is
our approach].
I’ve worked in schools where you
couldn’t walk in the principal’s office and
talk. I’ve worked in schools where you
didn’t know anything about the decisions
being made. I’ve worked in schools where
there were no meetings. I’ve gone from
working in non-profit agencies in the world
of social work where you had meetings
every week and there were supervision
meetings to a school where there [were
no regular staff meetings at all]. Scary.
How can you run such a complex organization as a school without regular faculty
meetings?
Is it fair to say that your office is
open to other teachers coming in is
because you are a teacher as well?
I think that’s really the truth because
I’m not the boss here. I can’t make decisions and just go with what I want. I have
to go back to them. It’s the way we’re
established. I am the co-lead teacher. I am
not the head of school in that sense. And
we have strong-minded people here. So
God forbid I make a decision and not
check with people.
It sounds like there’s a different
kind of accountability here. You’re
accountable to the other teacher staff
as the co-lead teacher but they’re
accountable to you, too… and you
have certain responsibilities they
understand as well.
Right, and we’re all responsible to the
students. The stakes are high here. We
were talking about the stress and the
demands of this job [the other day], particularly on teachers with young kids at
home and this teacher suggested that
maybe he should have stayed at his former
school – [because, sorry to say], the expectations were less there. [It’s different
at this school, though]. The expectations
are high.
Who makes them high?
We all do. We all do. We feel responsible to our students and families and to
our union and to our profession. I do. We
need to be a good school… you know
plenty of people told me that -‘Ok, Betsy!
It better be good!’ (laughing)
That’s actually a good bridge. You
mentioned before how the BTU school
is successful. What are your thoughts
on the Boston Teachers Union as a
professional organization? What does
it do well, what does it need to do
better, how can we include more
voices to make it a stronger union?

I wish that our union could be more of
a collaborative partner with the district.
Generally, I’m not a believer in polarization. Maybe strategically every once in a
while, it’s [necessary to have this stance],
but [I disagree with] continual polarization. Demonizing people [is counterproductive] and there’s an awful lot of that
going on in our society… demonizing
teachers, teacher unions, and [even] individual schools.
I’d like to see our profession and our
union do more in terms of proposing
solutions to specific problems. We’re so
much under attack these days that [sometimes it is all we can do to] just try to fend
off the attack. I know that takes a lot of
energy and I’m grateful that our union is
strong and we do have some degree of
power and protection. But on the other
hand, there are important issues where
maybe we could be more proactive.
One that’s front and center for me is
the issue of differing policies and missions between certain charter school and
BPS schools. I had a conversation with
[an administrator] from a local charter
school the other day and he stated that
any kid that gets into a fight is automatically expelled given their zero tolerance
policy. He then modified this by saying
that they would give the student the opportunity to withdraw so their record
wasn’t impacted but that the kid would
definitely be gone. I asked him where the
kids went next but he ignored my question.
The question is whether there is a
basic difference in our missions. The BPS
is here to serve all the kids – not contribute to the increasing educational stratification going on in our country.
But what about those kids though?
Our system isn’t as responsive as it needs
to be.
But you don’t have the background
or resources…
Even if I do have the background because I have some, I don’t have the personnel to work with [students with particular risk factors]. I am not in favor of
expelling [students] from the system. I
am in favor of us developing and providing intensive services to help turn things
around for them.
But you’re right, we need the resources
and the extra personnel to do this. Teachers could help the district figure this out.
It is critical for these young people.
It sounds as if we in the larger
education community need to trust
teachers and the teaching staff to
recognize what students need.
Exactly, exactly.
I’d like to see our union become a
center of education for teachers. When I
was at a recent AFT conference, I talked
to people at the Education Research and
Dissemination Program and the courses
they offer [on research-based professional
development]. Let’s get our union to be a
center of ER&D. They’ll do it for no charge!
And I think that the union could be the goto place for good, quality professional
development.
How would you think that would
change the dynamic between the
school district and the teachers union,
one that can often be tense or harsh
in tone?
First of all, if the BTU were a center for
professional development you might get
a different or more varied group of people
going to the union hall because people
would be coming there to get their quality
PD. It would strengthen our union and
maybe could increase collaboration with
the district.
In terms of changing the dynamic between the district and the union though,

that’s a tough one. A lot of the issues that
are so divisive nationally are front and
center in our negotiations. To me [for
example], merit pay is really more of an
insult than anything else – a simple, corporate mentality type of solution to a complicated problem. Just pay the teachers a
bonus and they will work harder and
things will be better? Do they even have
a clue? If they have all this extra funding
why not ensure that every school has a
social worker, reading and math specialists and updated library and technology
resources to start? Give us the personnel
to work with our most troubled kids.
I think it would be worthwhile for the
district to reach out in a more concerted
way to explain why they are pushing
some of the changes they are. On the
other hand, we as the teachers union
need to be willing to look at new ways to
do things also.
Good and open communication is key.
The adversarial positions we are often
forced into really are not conducive to
good problem-solving.
In your role as a co-lead teacher,
Betsy, do you feel your views have
changed at all about what it means to
be a good teacher? Or what it means
to be a good building administrator?
I have a different perspective now in
the sense that I’m a lot more cognizant of
the overall organism. I consider a school
as a complex living organism. And I’ve
always been somebody that has [considered] systems. I like to look at the whole,
how it all works. But when you’re a classroom teacher in a big school, and especially in schools where you have limited
information – never mind input – you just
see your classroom.
Now, I see the whole school. And it’s a
house of cards sometimes – it can be a
delicate balancing act. It doesn’t take much
to stress the organization.
Can you offer one or two suggestions that would help schools build a
collaborative environment that would
benefit everybody?
You have to break down that artificial
barrier. The [idea of] administrators
against the teachers is ridiculous if you
hope to build a successful school. It’s a
ridiculous situation that’s artificially created… and some people work to maintain
it for whatever reason. It’s always easier
to have the ‘good guys’ and the ‘bad guys’
and most of the time it’s not that simple.
Though sometimes it is that simple…
(laughing)
But in schools, it’s usually not. Especially as we have increasing demands
that our schools are the center for socialization, education, poverty reduction…
they are supposed to do everything. We’re
supposed to do everything.
People have to take the time to get to
know each other and develop some level
of trust. There has to be an openness and
willingness to discuss the issues as well
as mutual respect. If the respect isn’t
authentic it will be hard to work together
successfully.
You’re asking interesting questions
that I haven’t really spent the time
thinking about. And it makes me
think now that I do have a perspective
having come from both sides here to
look at it in a way to say, ‘what are
models looking forward that we can
create that sustain this work in a
more viable way?’
Right, something that can be transferred and replicated.
Right. So much of it is about staffing. If I had three more people, four
more people, I could take the woman
who was just here and have her teach
one less class. And give her the re-

sponsibilities for developing and
implementing our writing curriculum across the building as a part of
her regular position instead of an
extra responsibility she is willing to
take on because she is committed.
But how much can you reasonably
ask people to do?
The reality is, they can talk all they
want about restructuring teacher leader
pathways and things, but you have to
have more people to do that. The reality
is, we are spread so thin. We do not have
enough people to do everything we want
to do.
The Boston Public Schools and urban
public schools in general are understaffed.
Give us a few more people. One of our
teachers taught in Brookline before she
came into Boston and it is fascinating to
hear her talk about the extra people who
were available to her on a regular basis in
Brookline.
I hope in some way, we figure out a way
to look at the systems you have in place
and the needs that you have; we don’t
often communicate and learn from each
others’ experiences in a shared way.
There’s so little of that. It’s stunning.
You were asking me about sharing with
other administrators so here’s what happens. We have these district meetings
and the parts that are often the most
worthwhile are the conversations that
you have during the breaks. Like the,
‘how do you do such-and-such?’ and ‘what
do you have in place for student support
and how do you structure that?’ and ‘what
are doing with your writing curriculum?’
Because there is no place for that. And
there isn’t a place for it for teachers, by
and large – we’re trying to do it, but we’re
not that big. We only have one 7th and 8th
grade ELA teacher, and one 7th and 8th
grade math teacher.
Again, the union could be a natural
place for that… calling all 3rd grade teachers, you know? Let’s talk about how you
teach 3rd grade. What are you doing?
Because people are hungry for that. And
you get great ideas. Sure, I can go online
and read a million things, but it’s not the
same. Let me show you, you know? It’s
more fun. And school leaders to school
leaders. What systems do [we all] have in
place to motivate students? I want to talk
to the charter schools. I want to hear what
they’re doing because they’ve got some
good ideas. But who’s pulling us together?
Nobody really, in the sense of providing
time to simply share ideas and brainstorm together.
Outside of individuals or happenstance…
Right. You talk to your friends and
people you know, but in a complex profession that we have, to stand in a classroom
of twenty-six kids and keep them all motivated and engaged, learning specific
skills and big ideas, [and differentiating]?
It’s like magic when you do it. It’s highly
complicated. And it’s really hard.
And awesome when it works and
it’s done well. Are there any words
you’d like to end with?
I wish I had more time to pursue these
[conversations] of moving our profession and our union forward. I don’t right
now (laughing). There’s no doubt about
that.
I feel very fortunate to have been given
this opportunity.
★★★★★
And I might extend this idea to say that
all of us have this opportunity. What do you
think? Please consider visiting the online
forum at www.theteachingpulse.org to offer your reactions, thoughts and ideas.
(James Liou is a Peer Assistant in the
Boston Public Schools.)

RTC Executive Board Minutes
January 9, 2012
Members present: Anne-Marie
Adduci; Larry Connolly; Marie Broderick;
Sandy Carle; Martha Cotton; David
Donovan, Chairman; Mary Cahalane; Phil
Fasano; Eileen Ganley; Donna CooleyHilton; Ruthanne Kennedy; Linda
McNamee; Marilyn Marion, Secretary;
Mary Jo Murphy; and Leonard Miraglia,
Vice Chairman.
Excused: Anne Broder and Paul
Tenney
The meeting was opened by the Chairman at 10:15 a.m.

Officers
Secretary: Minutes were read and
accepted.
Treasurer: Treasurer’s report was
read by the Chairman and was accepted.
Vice Chairman: We have 16 new
Delta members. The Vice Chairman is
anticipating new members in March since
COBRA is close to ending for many members. Report Accepted.
Chairman: There are several insurance informational meetings scheduled
at the BTU. There is a possibility of one
being scheduled for the late afternoon
and evening. The Chairman announced
that the RTC will be receiving a new
computer at no cost to us. There have
been several complaints registered at the
Eye care center regarding the new designer frames. They have created a peripheral blind spot, and those members
who are planning to purchase these new
frames will be warned about this fact.
Report Accepted.

Committees
Travel: The Chairs met with Sue Anderson from Yankee Bus Lines and have
planned a variety of bus trips for 2012.
• April 11: A tribute to Patsy Cline at
the Log Cabin in Holyoke.
• June 19: Lobster at Foster’s in Maine
• October 23: The Edwards Twins at
the Newport Theatre.
• October 29: American Bandstand at
the Holiday Inn in Mansfield (cars
only).
• November 14: American Revolution
Revisited from Lexington and Con-

cord to the Old North Church in
Boston.
A casino trip will be planned and
Collette Vacations has three trips planned:
Mackinac Island, South Dakota and Ireland.
Approval for a winter mailing has been
requested to send Tours-at-a-Glance as
well as flyers for the April and June trips.
Also, Pamela Strand from Collette Vacations would like to present a travelogue
after the Spring Business Meeting for
anyone interested in the Collette trips.
Report Accepted.
Approval for mailing in June for the
autumn trips will be made. Report Accepted.
Benefits: The RTC link on the BTU
website will house information about eyeglasses. Report Accepted.
Remembrance: Cards of condolences
were sent to the following members’ families: Margaret M. Cummings, Robert F.
Jango, Nancy A. Jones, Margaret R.
Nicholson, Robert E. O’Brien, Eileen C.
Porter. Report Accepted.
Social: The spring luncheon is May
22. Report Accepted.
Legislative: No meeting was held; as
a result, there is no report. Reminder:
The last day for voter registration is
February 15. The Presidential primary is March 6. Report Accepted.
Data Processing: Committee chairs
met with Jonathan, the IT, and they are
working on additional information for the
website. The Delta Information was updated to reflect changes in costs. Report
Accepted.
Membership: 2,883 members with
11 prospective members. Report Accepted.
Old Business: Discussion on Business meeting and agenda items for that
meeting.
New Business: Business meeting
date has been scheduled for April 12. The
spring luncheon is May 22; the fall business meeting is September 27 and the fall
luncheon is November 13.
Meeting adjourned at 11:45 a.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Marilyn F. Marion, Secretary

INFORMATION FOR NEW RETIREES
When you retire, you are no longer a member of
the Union because you no longer pay dues.
And, you are no longer a member of the Health
and Welfare Fund, which means you no longer
have dental coverage and eyeglass coverage.
If you wish to continue your connection to the
union, you can join the Retired Teachers Chapter (RTC). The dues will be taken from your
retirement check each month ($5 for teachers, $2.50 for paras).
The RTC offers a dental insurance benefit to its members for a fee each
month. Our Dental Plan covers members only and their spouse. You can
also avail yourself of COBRA coverage through Health and Welfare for 18
months after retiring. For info on COBRA call 1-617-288-0500.
FILL IN THE COUPON AND RETURN TO THE RTC TO RECEIVE A
PACKET OF INFORMATION ON THE RTC, Hopefully, after reading the
info, you will fill in the blue card and return it to us.
(Eileen Ganley is RTC Membership Chairperson.)
Complete the information below and we will send you the application form.
Name ______________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________
City/Town/State/Zip ___________________________________________________
Email _______________________________________________________________
Telephone ___________________________________________________________
Circle your previous position:

Teacher

Paraprofessional

Send this form to: BTU-RTC, 180 Mount Vernon Street, Dorchester, MA 02125
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Empowering
young
workers.

Organize Our Future Conference
Empowers Young Union Activists
Liz Shuler, Secretary-Treasurer of the
National AFL-CIO.

T

by Allison Doherty

he second annual “Organize Our Future” conference, hosted by the Greater
Boston Labor Council Futures Committee, was held on February 26, 2012 at the
Boston Teachers Union Hall. 80 union members, community activists and students
were in attendance. All are 35 years old or younger.
The purpose of this conference was to empower, educate and connect young union
members around this city to be more knowledgeable and active in their local unions,
in their communities and our central labor council.
Liz Shuler, Secretary-Treasurer of the National AFL-CIO, came to address this
conference. She is a huge supporter of the young worker movement across the nation.
She realizes the importance of training our younger members to be future leaders in
order to strengthen and maintain the Labor Movement. AFL-CIO MA President
Steven Tolman, Greater Boston Labor Council (GBLC) President Lou Mandarini,
and GBLC Secretary-Treasurer Rich Rodgers also addressed the young workers.
The GBLC Futures Committee had four workshops for the young workers to
attend: Politics: More Than Just a Party, Flash Mob: Mad at the Marriott, Labor’s Vision
and Values: Learning from the Past to Build a Better Future, and What’s Your Story? Use
it to Organize.
If you are 35 or under and want to be a part of the Futures Committee, please contact
Allison Doherty at adoherty@btu.org.
(Allison Doherty teaches special education at Urban Science Academy.)

Steven Tolman, President of the
Massachusetts AFL-CIO.

Photos by
Michael J. Maguire
and
Steven Tolman
Young unionists from Greater Boston gather for the Organizing Our Future Conference 2012.

All participants in the Organizing Our Future Conference gather for a group picture.
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Allison Doherty, conference organizer.

